MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR

It was encouraging to see so many staff attend the all staff presentation on 8 March. The purpose of the presentation was not only to introduce Roxanne Missingham and myself, but to brief staff on the results of the ANU Staff Survey, and to identify the issues which the Division will be addressing during 2012–13. The video and presentation can be viewed on the Information Services news and events web page.

Due to a very strong response rate from Division of Information (DoI) staff (90%), we have been able to determine the DoI priorities for action, which include cross-unit cooperation, leadership, processes and career opportunities. In order to address these priorities consultations have been held with the Management Team, Divisional Managers, and Precinct Managers, and further consultation through Local Area Consultative Committees (LACC) will occur at the next meeting of each committee. DoI priorities will feed in to the University-wide Plan of Action.

Roxanne and I presented a quarterly update on Monday 2 April, with our activities and learnings from our first 30 days at the University, and a brief overview on the short term focus for the Division which includes: circulating the DoI Operational Plan; working towards de-duplication, and ensuring on-going ANU excellence. Our presentations can be viewed on the Intranet.

Engagement, strategy and a coordinated approach will allow us to continue to deliver a superior service. I am looking forward to investing in relationship management and engaging across the Division.

Peter Nikoletatos
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The evolution of Digital Lecture Delivery (DLD) from the custom-built, audio-only version, to the integrated visual and audio DLD2 means lecturers are able to teach, and reach, students like never before.

DLD2 captures PowerPoint presentations, videos and any other material shown by the lecturer through the lecture theatre data projector, and synchronises the visual recording with the voice recording. Within hours of the lecture being given, recordings are uploaded to Wattle where they are available for students to download in a variety of formats including MP3, MPEG4 and Podcasts.

Recordings can be made in over 170 teaching venues equipped with DLD2 on campus, allowing lecturers to reach an unprecedented amount of students, both locally and internationally.

Dr McComas Taylor, School of Culture, History and Language, said DLD2 had enabled him to “reach out to a wider demographic of students than ever before”.

“I now have students as far away as Europe taking part in ANU Sanskrit classes. DLD (has) allowed me to export Sanskrit to India, which must be a world-first.

“DLD is at the heart of a flexibility-delivered learning model which was recognised with a 2011 College of Asia and the Pacific (CAP) teaching award for a Program that Enhances Student Learning,” said Dr Taylor.

Professor Michael Martin, School of Finance, Actuarial Studies and Applied Statistics, believes the evolution of DLD has created an environment where students place as much importance on the availability of a lecture recording as they do in being at the lecture.

“The evolution of DLD has so many advantages for students that it is now one of those technologies that I cannot imagine life without. First, students who have to miss lectures know of its value—it’s their lifeline. It’s almost like having been there—thankfully, it is only ‘almost’!

“But even for those at the lecture, the opportunity to use the recordings as a study aid has proven invaluable—one of my students told me they watched every one of my lectures nine times! Being able to follow software demonstrations with voice and screen enables students to not miss anything important. Plus, I very hopefully tell my students to put me on their iPods—it’s probably as close to celebrity as I will ever get!”

A sentiment echoed by ANU student, Phil Ho.

“The Digital Lecture Delivery system has revolutionised my time at uni. It has provided me unparalleled access to all my courses, in such a manner that I can look back on anything that I might have missed out on, in order to better satisfy all areas of my learning.”

While the evolution of DLD has been monumental to ANU teaching capabilities, the evolution will not stop with audio-visual recordings. Further enhancements are planned for the system including recordings made available through the ANU iTunes private site; creating a web interface to upload and process externally recorded content, and the installation of VU meters which will help lecturers visually check the loudness of the recorded audio signal.

But in the meantime, the overwhelming positivity surrounding the evolution of DLD cannot be overlooked and Professor Michael Martin sums up the student reliance on DLD perfectly.

“Perhaps the best evidence of how important DLD is to students study habits is the absolute torrent of email that follows on the odd occasion that a recording isn’t made. In one case, I was actually forced to repeat a lecture when I made the terrible mistake of not hitting that record button the first time.”

Checklists on how to use DLD can be found in all DLD equipped lecture theatres and an instructional video can be viewed on the Information Services website at information.anu.edu.au/dld/staff
LUNCHBOX SESSIONS

Lunchbox sessions are free, one-hour presentations given by staff of DoI on topics of interest, or courses and conferences they have recently attended.

In 2011, DoI staff presented on a variety of topics including:

- **Web 3.0 and Social Media**, presented by Cathie Gough, Patrick Byrnes and Deborah Cross.
- **60 Years of Anthropology at ANU, 1951–2011**, presented by Kathryn Robinson, Simone Dennis, Margaret Avard and Deveni Temu.
- **Networking ANU around the world**, presented by Andrew Howard.
- **Moodle Scrooges: Providing high quality user support to turn critics into champions**, presented by Sara Dukic, Peter Evans and David Burke.

Lunchbox sessions are a great way to share your experiences, learnings and passions with ANU staff and students, and we would like to encourage any staff member interested in presenting in 2012 to email your topic or recent conference to doi.outreach@anu.edu.au

April Lunchbox Session

Lunchbox sessions are open to all ANU staff and students so grab your lunch and join us for an informative presentation!

**2011 Australian Information Security Association National Conference**

Presented by: David Howse and Ali Emirlioglu, IT Security  
Date: Monday 16 April  
Time: 12.30–1.30pm  
Location: R.G. McDonald Room, Menzies Library

This lunchbox session will present the highlights of the 2011 Australian Information Security Association National Conference. The major theme of the session will be 'who the threats are coming from', and will include summaries of talks given by industry thought leaders Bruce Schneier and Marcus Ranum.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ITS WINDOWS TEAM BUSY WITH PROJECTS

Systems & Desktop Services, ITS Windows Team

The ITS Windows Team is working on a number of projects including the migration of Exchange email to Exchange 2010, and upgrading the UDS and ES domains from 2003 to 2008 Revision 2. The Team is also assisting Medical and Health Sciences to migrate both their email and workstations across to the UDS domain. Assimilating the college workstations into the UDS domain will allow users to use only one password when moving between colleges.

The ITS Windows team was recently involved in implementing the QFLOW application, which provides tickets to students seeking assistance from Division of Registrar & Student Services. Students will be assisted with a system similar to those used in Medicare and banks, to ensure no one gets overlooked in the queues.

Other projects include updating the Citrix servers currently delivering some of the specialised DoI Library applications, including the Chinese and Japanese web servers and databases.

The ITS Team provides an anti-virus solution to the ANU community on and off-campus. The Team have recently upgraded to version 9.7 and are currently working on the next upgrade to version 10. Anti-virus software updates frequently to keep abreast of viruses, Trojans and other malware that affects servers, and student and staff workstations.

The Team is located on level 4 in the Menzies Library and supports and configures over 200 Windows servers that reside in the UDS, ONE, CAS, IC and ES Windows domains.
UPCOMING EVENTS FROM THE INFORMATION SERVICES
PROJECT & PLANNING SUPPORT OFFICE

Information Services Project & Planning Support Office

Project Management Community of Practice April Meeting
Date: Thursday 19 April
Time: 11am–12pm
Speaker: Karen Jackson
Topic: Project Management from the Funder’s Perspective: Discovering Best Practice
Karen Jackson runs ANU Connect Ventures’ Discovery Translation Fund, a commercially focused proof of concept fund designed to launch research into the market place in a short period of time. In this session Karen will share experiences of good practice in project management, which will keep the funders on your side.
RSVP: projects@anu.edu.au

Investment Logic Mapping (ILM) Participant Training Workshop
Date: Monday 14 May
Time: 9am–5pm
Venue: Meeting Room, Building 88T1
This session provides a general overview of the Investment Management Standard, Problem Definition Workshop and associated Investment Logic Map in decision-making. It is aimed at strategists and planners, business case writers and evaluators and those who may be interested in becoming process facilitators at a later stage. For registration, include participant name, organisation and contact details along with preferred date for attendance.
Requests to register and enquiries should be emailed to projects@anu.edu.au

WELLBEING

News from ANU Sport
Do you want to get fit, try a new sport or just meet a great bunch of people? ANU Sport offers a range of services, programs and facilities, so you are sure to find something to suit you!

ANU Sport Fitness Centre
The ANU Sport Fitness Centre offers group fitness classes; an expanded range of equipment, and extended opening hours. Experienced staff can also provide fitness programs, assessments, and personal training at very competitive rates.

Sport and recreation clubs
With over 30 sporting and recreation clubs, you are bound to find a club for you. We have clubs that play a range of team sports, clubs that practice Martial Arts, and we have a number of outdoors clubs that cater for all levels of experience.

Lunchtime sport
ANU Sport offers a lunchtime sport competition open to the ANU Community. You can register on your own or we will find a team for you.

Association memberships to ANU Sport can now be included in salary sacrifice arrangements for ANU Staff. Please contact your HR representative for more details.

Want more info?
Visit www.anusportandrec.com.au, email sport@anu.edu.au, call us on 6125 2273 or find us on Facebook, www.facebook.com/pages/ANU-Sport/102548353155176

ANU E PRESS

ANU E Press
ANU E Press has begun a series of regular Information Sessions in order to inform the ANU community about E Press. On Monday 26 March, the first session was held in the R.G. McDonald Room in the Menzies Library. The next session will take place on Wednesday 23 May, 2–3pm, in the R.G. McDonald Room.
E Press also conducted training sessions in Open Journal Systems (OJS) on 27 March and is now offering OJS for use by E Press Journals.
PLANNING FOR THE EXECUTION OF YOUR PROJECT

Information Services Project & Planning Support Office

Last month IS PPSO brought you an illustration outlining the recently established process for reviewing project requests and making decisions about funding them. This month IS PPSO shows you how to go about planning for the execution of your project and stay tuned next month when the processes used when running a project will be outlined.
A (now defunct) Bill put forward in the United States, which would have made it illegal to make open access a funding requirement, has put Scholarly Communications & ePublishing in the news recently.

Danny Kingsley, Manager of Scholarly Communications & ePublishing, began the debate in Australia with an article, ‘A small bill in the US, a giant impact for research worldwide’ on 27 January 2012 which has had over 5,500 readers to date. Danny was then interviewed on 15 February to provide comment in a related piece in The Conversation, titled ‘Academics line up to boycott world’s biggest journal publisher’.

ABC Radio’s national current affairs program ‘PM’ interviewed Danny for the story, ‘Australian academics boycott the world’s biggest scholarly publisher’, that went to air on 16 February.

Less than a week later on 21 February, the National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) used The Conversation to make the (long awaited) announcement on a mandate to make work open access in an article titled, ‘All research funded by NHMRC to be accessible free of charge’. This policy will make a huge difference to the awareness and use of the ANU Research repository amongst our health and medical researchers.

To access Danny Kingley’s articles via The Conversation visit http://theconversation.edu.au and search for ‘danny kingsley’ in the top right corner.

To listen to Danny speak on ABC Radio’s ‘PM’ program visit www.abc.net.au/pm/content/2012/s3432658.htm

---

**SCHOLARLY COMMUNICATIONS IN THE NEWS**

Scholarly Communications & ePublishing

A critical aspect to enhancing security is to ensure that staff have strong/compliant passwords. For those who have not yet done so, please update your HORUS/ISIS password in line with the advice below:

- Passwords must be a minimum of eight (8) characters.
- Passwords must include at least one character from at least three of the following groups:
  - Lowercase characters (a-z)
  - Uppercase characters (A-Z)
  - Digits (0-9)
  - Punctuation and special characters

**How to update your password**

Update your password by logging into the ANU Identity Manager (identity.anu.edu.au), then click on the Manage My Account tab.

While logged in, you should also click on the Authentication Questions tab to set your authentication questions. These questions will allow you to reset your HORUS/ISIS password should you forget it in the future.

Staff are strongly encouraged to set a compliant password and security authentication questions as soon as possible.

Please visit identity.anu.edu.au

---

Danny Kingsley speaking at ANU. Photo: Stuart Hay
TEACHING AND LEARNING CAPITAL FUND COMPLETED

Space Services

The summer 2011–12 upgrade program, part of the Teaching and Learning Capital Fund, has been completed with only defects and variations left to be finalised. The Division of Information has worked successfully and collaboratively within the following Information Commons and College spaces to install and upgrade technical and building infrastructure in the following:

- BoZo Seminar Room 235
- Law Teaching Rooms G05, G06, G11, G12, G13, G14, G18, and G21
- Innovations Lecture Theatre
- College of Science Seminar Room
- College of Science Lecture Theatre
- Copland G26
- Pap Moran G16 and G18
- CSIT N108 and 109
- Haydon Allen Tank Lecture Theatre
- Dunbar Physics Lecture Theatre
- Hancock West Foyer upgrade
- Hancock East Carpet
- Chifley Library sound screens
- Leonard Huxley Level 4
- Staff area upgrades
- Furniture procurement for Pap Moran 7, 8 and 10, and Crisp 15 and 17
- Maintenance works within approximately 20 individual teaching spaces.

Many of our facilities experienced high levels of demand during the 2011–12 summer break, with a range of organisations hiring our venues to successfully deliver conferences. Organisations included:

- Australian Consortium for Social and Political Research Incorporated (ACSPRI)
- National Youth Science Forum
- Summer Research School
- Law Summer School
- National Maths Summer School
- ANU College of Business and Economics (CBE) Summer School
- The Australian Youth Orchestra

The interview process for the position of Office Administrator, Space Services, has been completed with a successful appointment expected soon.

INDIGENOUS CULTURAL AWARENESS

Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Staff Network

The Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Staff Network is a formal Network established through The Australian National University Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Employment Strategy. All Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people working for the University are invited to participate.

The IASN meet on a monthly basis. The next meeting will be held on Tuesday 24 April.

For further information please email Indigenous.employment@anu.edu.au

Featured background image (sections of) used in this publication: ilypili dreaming site by Pansy NAPANGARTI c. 1992, displayed in the Hancock Building, level 4.
Where have you seen him?

Based in the Menzies Library, Roger is mostly out and about on campus helping with the relocation of staff and equipment. Moving books, computers and furniture, logging maintenance jobs, and checking on status and completion are just a few of Roger’s current activities. You can also find Roger outside Menzies on Friday lunchtimes, assisting with the DoI BBQ.

What’s his story?

Roger started at ANU as a strapping young lad of 23 summers back in 1975, and over the years has seen the University change and develop into the world-class University it is today. One of Roger’s favourite memories from that time is of the underground basement at Hancock, which according to Roger “was a narrow concrete walkway flanked by gravel and dirt with no lights—the place was pitch black—and a chap with a flute would sit and play in the dark because the acoustics were so good.”

Another fond memory is when he was cleaning up the Vice-Chancellor’s house many years ago for a new VC, and a scruffy looking chap came up and asked him how it was all going. “I told him I was cleaning the place up for the ‘old duffer’, and when the ANU Reporter came out, there was the scruffy chap on the front cover being introduced as the new Vice-Chancellor! Just as well he had sense of humour.”

A Shire boy, Roger initially worked as an apprentice fitter and machinist with PGF Golf before moving to Woolworths shipping department to conduct surveys on the Sydney wharfs. Working in the docklands was an eye-opener for the young Roger. “The night shift was very interesting” he says, “the Sydney ladies of the night would ply their trade at the ship gang planks—all the time watched by their ‘bodyguards’. Then the sea containers came in, and both the ladies and I lost our jobs.”

Roger’s apprenticeship skills, and his love of working with wood, have proved an enduring asset, and over the years he has become involved in a number of voluntary community activities including Technical Aids for Disabled (TAD) ACT where he makes aids for disabled people and children—currently working on adjustable desks for the children of Cranleigh School. Over the years he has built aids for the elderly, wheelchair bound, and amputees. Roger is also involved in Rotary, and Landcare Australia where he assists in maintaining a sustainable environment by planting trees, and conserving local parks and wildlife.

“My wish would be to leave the world a better place for future generations, and if I can help bring that about in some small way, through TAD ACT and Landcare, that makes me very happy.”

As well as the enjoyment he gets from helping people and the environment, Roger also enjoys time out either on his motorbike or canoeing on the lake. “It’s peaceful on the water, and it’s one of the places I can slow down a bit. Maybe when I retire I’ll learn to sail as well, and travel. I would very much like to visit Europe to see the architecture and cultural history. Firstly I would like to visit Croatia—my son-in-law’s family are from there and it sounds like a beautiful place. I also have a nephew in Switzerland and it would be nice catch up with him.”

What does the future hold?

Retirement may not be on the cards for some time as Roger enjoys his work and loves the ANU environment. “The University has grown so much in the years I have worked here—not just the research buildings but the student residences as well. It’s nice to see all the young people living on the campus and enjoying themselves—being around the young keeps you young, I think.” And Roger’s twinkling eyes indicate he’s staying young for as long as possible.
Find Thirty

We are all busy, but with a little planning, there is time to Find Thirty every day.

People who find at least thirty minutes every day for physical activity also find they feel better, sleep better, have more energy and enjoy better health.

No matter who you are or what type of job you do, everyone can benefit from finding thirty every day.


Staff News

Following the successful completion of a change management process, the Centre for Higher Education, Learning and Teaching (CHELT) was established at the end of 2011. The new Centre encompasses the Wattle Support Team, formerly part of the Division of Information, and the Centre for Educational Development and Academic Methods (CEDAM).

Working with the ANU Colleges, the new Centre will play a leading role in delivering on the new ANU Strategic Plan, ANU by 2020, for enhancing the quality of learning and teaching at ANU, particularly through the use of new technologies.

Wattle Support Team members Kaining Li, David Burke and Jenny Edwards have left the Division and have moved to CHELT where they will report to the new Wattle Business Solutions Group Manager, Danielle Anderson, who is due to commence on 2 April, 2012. They are also joined by Sherry Lo in the position of Learning Management Technology Specialist.

Peter Evans has joined the ANU School of Medicine as the Wattle Implementation Officer. His role will be to help move all four years of their teaching into the enterprise level Wattle system by the start of 2013.

Daniel Rodwell and Jennifer Edmondson will remain in the Menzies Library as part of the Division’s Wattle Enhancement Project.

There have also been a number of new and returning faces in the Division. Phuong Dang has returned to the ANU Archives team on a casual basis to enter additional data into the database. Heather Gianquinto, Lauren Hookham and Alexander O’Sullivan joined the Library as after-hours staff and Roy Jordan joined the Law Library. Matt Dean, an HR specialist, joined the DoI HR team and brings with him a wealth of experience from across campus. The Systems and Desktop Support ITI Windows team have welcomed Paul Gabriel and Ariel Moisis to the team, while Mahmoud Sadeghi and Amir Aryani have both joined the Australian National Data Service (ANDS) team.

We would like to welcome all the new staff and hope they have a long and rewarding career at ANU.

The Division farewelled Cameron Neal in March following his resignation as Manager, University Records. We would like to wish Helen Lloyd from AskANU and Lai Khaw from Enterprise Systems all the best following their resignations in February. The ITI Windows Team have said goodbye to Ramesh Raj and Jonathan Stefaniak. Jonathan has joined the Desktop Services team as Team Leader.

WorkPlace Tips

Find Thirty

We are all busy, but with a little planning, there is time to Find Thirty every day.

People who find at least thirty minutes every day for physical activity also find they feel better, sleep better, have more energy and enjoy better health.

No matter who you are or what type of job you do, everyone can benefit from finding thirty every day.


IT Security Tip

Backup your data!

Many people don’t think about making a backup of their data at home until their computer breaks or is stolen. If your computer suddenly became unavailable what would you lose?

External drives are cheap and almost all operating systems have easy-to-use backup settings. Set up your computer to make regular backups. Make sure you test them and keep them safe!

Don’t wait until it’s too late.

For more tips like this read the IT Security weblog at itsecurity.weblogs.anu.edu.au

myANU

ANU portal allowing staff and students to access their uni applications in the one location. Through my.anu.edu.au, you can access HORUS, ISIS, Wattle, Webmail, Alliance and the Library.
ANU ARCHIVES
DATABASE

ANU Archives

For the last few years, ANU Archives has been a beta-tester for new archival management software developed by the International Council on Archives. The software, ICA-AtoM (Access to Memory), is based on the International Standards for Archival Description and the production version was released late last year.

ANU Archives is now hosting all the data that has been entered on a development site, thanks to David Berriman and the web development and Unix teams. ANU Archives are looking forward to some serious data upload from their many Excel spreadsheets and typed lists of items; they have about 2 million individual files so they may be busy for some time.

SOFTWARE PROCUREMENT

Procurement & Contract Management

Software procurement within the University stayed level during February. Dorota, Peter and Lourens processed almost 148 single software orders along with fulfilling close to 159 requests for media/licence keys by the LITSS. The team also completed nine software licence renewals.

The same period saw an increase in purchase orders, with 142 purchase orders and voucher payments processed.

HIGHLIGHTS OF CURRENT ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS ACTIVITIES

Enterprise Systems

Enterprise Systems (ES) have had a positive start to 2012, with a number of successful updates and launches taking place before Semester 1 commenced, including:

• The new Human Resources website going live on 27 February 2012. This was built, and is being delivered, using the new Squiz Content Management System (CMS).
• Initial work on the Student System for the new Student Amenities and Services Fee was completed in time for Semester 1.
• Updates to the system that supports ANU submission to the 2012 Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) are on track.
• A successful maintenance release for Digital Collections.
• New password compliance rules checks (prompt boxes) are now in place on HORUS, ISIS and Wattle.

REMINDER TO COMPLETE PULSE ONLINE WORK HEALTH AND SAFETY ACT TRAINING

Human Resources

Do! Human Resources would like to remind staff that haven’t already done so, to complete the online Pulse training course on the new Work Health and Safety Act, which came into effect on 1 January this year.

To complete the online training course please visit,
info.anu.edu.au/hr/Training_and_Development/online-learning

FINANCE PREPARING FRINGE BENEFIT TAX RETURN

Finance

The Fringe Benefits Tax (FBT) year came to a close on 31 March 2012, and the Finance Team have been busy preparing the Division’s FBT return. This involves checking odometer readings and collecting log books for all fleet vehicles; chasing up outstanding travel diaries; obtaining declaration forms from staff who have University equipment on loan, and reviewing all expenses to ensure that our FBT liability is calculated correctly.
Information Literacy Program

ILP runs free workshops throughout the year. A schedule of courses can be accessed at training.anu.edu.au. The following tutorials are for Windows PC computers with Microsoft Word 2010 installed. If you have any suggestions for this column please contact ilp@anu.edu.au

The Quick Access Toolbar (QAT) in Microsoft Word

Located on the left of the Title Bar the QAT contains commands that are frequently used, such as Save, Undo, Repeat and Redo. Commands can be added and removed.

1. Click the More button on the right of the QAT
2. Click More Commands...
3. Click required commands in the ‘Choose Commands from’ list and click <Add>, or in the ‘Customise Quick Access Toolbar’ list and click <Remove>

The Mini Toolbar

The Mini Toolbar appears when hovering your mouse over selected text. It provides some common text formatting options – click to apply.

If you don’t want the Mini Toolbar to appear, it can be disabled:

1. Click the File tab
2. Select Options
3. Select General
4. Remove the tick from ‘Show Mini Toolbar on selection’

OUTREACH MEET WITH ANU RESIDENCES

Outreach/Communications

Following the successful launch of the updated DoI publications—Information Services Guide, Learn How and Teaching & Computer Room Map—in February, and the positive feedback from students and staff during O-Week, Outreach have been visiting the ANU Residences to continue the promotion of the publications.

Residences including Bruce Hall; Ursula Hall; all four UniLodge accomodations; Burton & Garran Hall; Fenner Hall; John XXIII College, and Burgmann College have been very positive in their response to our engagement and the publications and have noted the relevance and importance of the information to their students. Some Residences have taken Outreach’s visit as an opportunity to engage with their students and present the information to students in a similar fashion to the Division’s O-Week presentations.

Further engagement is being held simultaneously with College Marketing Managers.

TOOL TIPS

Information Literacy Program

The following tutorials are for Windows PC computers with Microsoft Word 2010 installed. If you have any suggestions for this column please contact ilp@anu.edu.au
APRIL DOI CALENDAR

5–9 The National Folk Festival
For five days, Exhibition Park in Canberra becomes a magic place, filled with colour and sound. Hundreds of the world’s best musicians perform daily, in a non-stop flow of entertainment across twenty-two fabulous venues.

For more information visit www.folkfestival.org.au

6–9 Easter break
Friday 6 April and Monday 9 April are public holidays.
Enjoy your Easter break!

11, 25 Management Team meetings
South Oval meeting room.
Come and present your great ideas to Director, Information Services and CIO.
Email director.is@anu.edu.au for details on presenting

16 Lunchbox Session
2011 Australian Information Security Association National Conference
Presented by David Howse and Ali Emirlioglu, DoI IT Security
16 April 2012
12.30–1.30pm, R.G. McDonald Room in the Menzies Library

19 Project Management Community of Practice April Meeting
11am–12pm
Karen Jackson runs ANU Connect Ventures’ Discovery Translation Fund, a commercially focused proof of concept fund designed to launch research into the market place in a short period of time. In this session Karen will share experiences of good practice in project management, which will keep the funders on your side.

RSVP: projects@anu.edu.au

22 DoI Web Publishers Group meeting
2–3pm, Menzies Flex Lab
Web representatives from DoI areas meet to discuss web content; share, support and review current trends.

Email doi.outreach@anu.edu.au for information on joining

25 ANZAC Day public holiday

EASTER CHALLENGE

There’s no such thing as free Easter eggs... but you can win some!

For your chance to win a jar full of Easter eggs, email your guess by Monday 16 April and you will go into a draw to win.

Email your answer to doi.outreach@anu.edu.au

How many Easter eggs are in the Jar?